best sports story
There were some very strong entries in this category. In sports writing, a journalist should always look for an opportunity to transcend sports into human
interest, creating a compelling piece that would keep a non-sports enthusiast hooked and interested. There should also be a level of depth in writing that
goes beyond the standard sports clichés, tapping into the passion of the subject or the moment, and creating an emotional connection with the reader.
Three stories stood out, and all were worthy of being first place winners. There were also strong entries turned in by the Nation, the Nunatsiaq News,
the Quebec Chronicle-Telegraph and The Equity.
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JAMES PARRY
Your Local Journal
James Parry exemplifies what community sports journalism is all about in
this piece. He tells a story of a coach and a group of kids who take a moral
stand, using their team to create a bond and make a statement. The story not
only transcends sports into human interest, but it also creates an emotional
connection with the reader.
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The Hulks sport turbans in support of
penalized Sikh soccer players in Quebec
Teenage girls and their parents score
James Parry

Your Local Journal
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TREVOR GREENWAY
The Low Down to Hull & Back News

eve of ban being lifted

In his profile of a young gymnastic phenom, Trevor Greenway includes
all of the elements in a good sports feature or profile. The passion of her
coach provides an underlying level of depth to the story.
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Ten-year-old phenom turning and twis

ting heads

Fallon, who has been Shaver’s coach since she was six, said
an important element that has
helped his charge succeed is the
support she has at home from her
ex-ski racing parents, Tara and
Scott Shaver.
And perhaps just as impressive as how many times Sophie
Shaver can flip through the air is
the amount of driving her mother
does during any given week. Besides Sophie, there are three siblings, Jack, Riley and Tegan who
also play either hockey and comthis class where Shaver is starting
ban was finally lifted.
pete in gymnastics, or both.
Thursday, June 20, 2013
to earn straight A’s.
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The 10-year-old gymnastics
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States is offering Tagoona his afraid to drop the gloves –and
DAVID MURPHY
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Roger Tagoona says that if he
lower level, single “A” profes- ing for,” Collins said.
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into pro contract
Rankin’s Roger Tagoona fights his way
Nunavut player lands single
“A” deal with Dayton Demonz

That makes Tagoona one he wasn’t afraid to be physiLeague.
of just a handful of cal,” Collins said.
On the first day of a prommiut to turn profesNunavu
Collins said Tagoona will
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—
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graduate to
and plays well, he may get a chance to
Roger Tagoona says that if he works hard
Hockey League.
the Fort Wayne Komets of the East Coast
aspiring hockey players in
” Tagoona said.
his talent to Clarke and for support,
But Tagoona said that it Rankin.
Rankin Inlet — from encour“It’s no longer an excuse
a “long shot” to
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That’s his message to all Jordin’s number,
And guys were always there

DAVID MURPHY
Nunatsiaq News
David Murphy’s story on hockey tough guy Roger Tagoona cuts
through the clichés of sports writing and helps create an emotional
connection between his subject and the reader.
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